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ISM 
Date 2012-2014 

Project/Job name Sixty sandbag classrooms in Mbera refugee camp 

Location Mbera refugee camp_Mauritania 

Description A technology transfer attempt that  introduces labor intensive technologies in a semi-

permanent intervention 

Client/Promoter INTERSOS for UNHCR 

Final User Refugee community 

Type of Engagement Direct appointment 

Position/Role Consultant-Designer in charge 

Activities/Services Concept design, design development, final design, construction quality control 

Status In progress  

Other relevant data [04/20014]: 30 classrooms built, 15 classrooms under construction, 15 classrooms to 

be started 
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Mauritania.  
FAREstudio, hired to technically support a UN Agency implementing partner, autonomously has 
elaborated an alternative to the solution due for realization.  
 
 
 
 
The original classes conceived by the Mauritanian Ministry of Education and de facto accepted by UNICEF 
and UNHCR, are “hangars”, traditionally called Mbar, and have already been used by the Mauritanian 
Government in regions with similar weather conditions. 
The prime intervention tent performs badly in the usual wind-swept conditions of the area and according 
to UNICEF/HCR guidelines, after a 6 month period, educational camp facilities have to be built in semi-
permanent material.  
 
The proposed materials - corrugated iron roof and canvas enclosure - would have resulted in a non-
durable, and above all unbearable, ‘building’ for the users, both kids and teachers, in terms of comfort. In 
addition, the model would have featured a pole in the middle of the space. 
 
In accordance with INTERSOS, FAREstudio has decided to propose and test an alternative.  
 
The idea was simple and based on a straightforward assumption: since transport is expensive and sand 
largely available on site, sand should be the main construction material. On this assumption, the sandbag 
technique came naturally to prominence.  
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1. Procurement as critical subject: the ‘market’ is blocked and 
conservative, and the role of implementing partner is not the 
most favourable to introduce innovation; relevance of the 
‘expert’ on site is crucial particularly as mediator connecting 
theory and practice on the field 
 

2. Ambiguous nature of the concept of ‘transitional’ shelter as 
semi-permanent structure: connecting emergency and durable 
solutions, transitional is too often a sort of undistinguished 
limbo 
 

3. Classrooms arrangement imposed by conventional standard: the 
camp lay-out as ideological model, and the quest for a more 
human approach 

Relevant issues 
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Nouakchott 

Dakar 
Mbera 

Mbera Camp is located in the 
southeast corner of Mauritania 
[50km from Malian border] and gives 
hospitality to refugees escaped from 
Mali after the 2012 crisis. In February 
2014 the number of refugees is over 
80,000. 
The camp has a long story: in the 90s 
of last century the area has already 
been in use as refugee camp for 
displaced people from Mali, the 
remnants of these days are still in 
place in two distinct settlements, 
Mbera I [Arab Berbers], Mbera II 
[Touareg]. These settlements are now 
consolidated to the point of being 
termed as host community, same as 
the nearby [30km] village of 
Bassikonou. 
Mbera refugee camp has been 
settled at few km south-east of 
Mbera I and Mbera II host 
communities. 

Mauritania 

Mali 

Senegal 
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Aerial view of the camp [April 2014] 
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Original program included two objectives: 
 

• establishment of 12 community centers for preschool-age children, known as Child Friendly Spaces; CFS provide pre 
school age children with protected environments in which they participate in organized activities to play, socialize, 
learn, and express themselves 

• setting of 6 schools [48 classrooms]; the total number of needed classrooms changed various times according to the 
variations in the camp’s population estimation. Schools are formed by detached classrooms in a fenced area. 

 
In addition, the two schools already present in the area in Mbera I and II, needed to be restored, as they were in very bad 
conditions and do not receive support material of any kind.  This form of ‘compensation’ for the host community is a 
standard in refugee camp management.  
 
The CFS were initially planned as a combination of ‘hangars’ and Mauritanian tents [each of the 6 schools of the present 
project will have 2 CFSs: one for 3-6 year-old children [2 hangars] and one for 7-17year-old youths [4 Mauritanian tents], 
[1_Narrative Project_INTERSOSrev]], 
 
With reference to the schools requalification, it was decided that Oxfam would have intervened at Mbera I and II while 
Intersos was to rehabilitate the existing schools at Bassikounou. 
The budget for the two projects was 200,000 USD for the new classrooms and 15,000 USD for the existing schools 
rehabilitation. 
 
Having said that, it must be stressed that quantities and nature of the buildings [Mauritanian tent, hangar] have changed in 
time various times and for different reasons, with an overall lack of effective planning: final figure for INTERSOS contribution 
to the overall program is 60 classrooms in Mbera camp and 10 latrines in Bassikonou schools. 
[The 12 planned CFS have been converted into 12 classrooms for educational reasons; the 60 INTERSOS classrooms are now 
distributed within 4 schools, while UNICEF is building other extra schools and classrooms] 
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Concerning the 60 classroooms, FAREstudio was required: 
 

1. To assess the economical and technical feasibility of the model to be implemented, investigating on the market the 
availability of materials and their cost 

2. To survey the actual site where the structures are going to be realized  
3. To produce according to #1 a Dossier d’Appel d’Offre [DAO] 
4. To select a local consultant who will supervise the construction 

 
 

Once the design to be implemented, conceived by the Mauritanian Ministry of Education and de facto accepted by UNICEF 
and UNHCR, has been defined [using the only available information, a bill of quantities], FAREstudio has raised several 
objections concerning the appropriateness of the model and has proposed an alternative. 
 
The so-called Mbar model in the interpretation produced by the Mauritanian Ministry of Education is an eight by five meter 
grade slab on which a combination of metal poles and timber rafters forms a pitched roof completed by corrugated metal 
sheets. Canvas [toile de tente] is used for the walls. 
The estimated cost is USD 3,300, but this number is quite misleading as usual in a context such as emergency camp areas. 
 
The proposed model would have produced an ephemeral and, above all, unbearable [due to the metal roof] shelter for the 
users, kids and teachers; examples of similar solutions were available at the camp, showing the limits of the system. 
In addition, as a minor constraint, the classroom would have had a pole in the middle of the internal space. 
 
Furthermore, nearly all the materials of the construction would have come from distance, normally from capital city 
Nouakchott [1,250km from Mbera camp] and incidence of transportation on overall cost is enormous. 

Classrooms: the model to be implemented 
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First aid UNICEF tent used as classroom. 
The solution is temporary and comparatively 
expensive. 

Mbar used as transitional shelter. 
The model performs very badly in windy 
conditions [absolutely usual in the area]. 
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In the light of the mentioned observations, FAREstudio has decided, in accordance with the UN Implementing Partner, to 
propose and tests an alternative. 
  
The idea is very simple, based on a straightforward assumption: since transport is so relevant and sand largely available on 
site, why do not use sand as main construction material?  
  
The sandbag technique quite immediately emerged as a possible solution. 
As a consequence various combinations of sandbags and concrete hollow blocks for the walls with timber trusses and metal 
sheets for the roof have been investigated before reaching a solution where sandbag is used as load bearing wall, trusses are 
made out of metal and tarpaulin [truck cover like] is used for roofing.  
Incidentally the result is a definitely labor intensive solution that permits the application of the cash-for-work principle, and 
facilitate the idea to trigger some sort of ‘capacity building’: quite a significant aspect in terms of social impact of the project. 
In addition it must be noted that metal trusses are produced in Bassikonou, a further incentive to local market’s involvment. 
 
Once the project has reached its final configuration, a tender package has been prepared, and the contract finally awarded to 
a local General Contractor. 
Cost of the building, after tender, turned out as 2,400 USD per each classroom: a very disruptive issue that requires some 
explanation. 
 
Cost assessment in extreme environment such as the ‘markets’ where emergency normally operates is a vague discipline.  
The estimation by the Contractor has proved very superficial, based on unrealistic assumptions [taking into consideration the 
number of classrooms, without proper understanding  of the implications of the proposed design].  

Classrooms: the alternative 
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The alternative is much more durable 
than the original design. 
The debate concerning the concept of 
‘transitional’ as semi-permanent 
construction is still open. 
 
The comfort of the new classrooms is 
largely based on the effect [thermal 
insulation] of the massive sandbag 
wall: empirical tests suggest that 
internal temperature is substantially 
lower in the sandbags classrooms 
than in other structures. 

Comparison between original design to be 
implemented and FAREstudio’s alternative 
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Comparison between various options for the 
treatment of the elevations 

The shortage of available materials 
reduces the possibility of expression 
for a building that is supposed to be 
‘public’ and addressed to kids. 
Also UN security procedures, 
probably exaggerated, conjure to 
limit the ability to introduce some 
form of decoration that mitigate the 
rough and severe look of the 
construction. 
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The classrooms are covered with a 
double layer roof, where the initial 
corrugated iron sheeting has been 
replaced by a tarpaulin [150g/sq m, 
the only available] installed on a 
series of metal trusses [production 
takes place in Bassikonou].  
Ropes are made out of polyester. 
The sub-horizontal roof plays a crucial 
role in the overall scheme: it is aimed 
at minimizing the effects of wind and 
assuring natural ventilation and 
lighting of the internal room.   
The internal layer is formed by a 
traditional fabric. Flooring is detached 
by the walls and is constituted by a 
layer of banco [adobe bricks] on 
which a concrete flooring is poured. 
The building is finished by rough 
plaster that is left simply lime 
washed. Plaster’s roughness is a 
solution to conceal cracks and to 
produce a slight self shading effect on 
the wall. 

Classroom section 
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As part of the contract, the General 
Contractor had to provide a 
prototype to verify and optimize 
technical choices and familiarize the 
workers with the system. 
 
The prototype has been built in one 
month between May and June 2013. 
 
Therefore, after initial suspect and 
some stoppages, the prototype has 
been discussed with all those 
involved, from UN Agencies [UNHCR 
and UNICEF] to refugee leaders.  
 
The result has been positively 
considered and officially adopted.  

From prototype to production 

The completed prototype  
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The use of superimposed bags filled with sand as 
masonry, with a cement plaster on chicken wire for both 
sides of the wall, is widely used in various areas of the 
world, and nowadays it can be regarded as a 
consolidated technique. 

The distance between initial and final performance of the 
workers tells of potential of the technique in terms of capacity 
building 
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The various stages of the construction correspond to the 
sequence of the very simple building techniques in use: 
masonry and plastering can be completed before 
installation of metalwork takes place and the whole 
production can be easily organized.  
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Once the General Contractor has realized that his profit [largely based on transported materials] was going to be dramatically 
reduced by the new building technology [compared to the mark-ups possible with the ‘conventional’ model], he has started 
a tough confrontation with the rest of the project team. 
 
This led to his eventual setting aside. In the new formula, a sort of unusual, hybrid Construction Management arrangement, 
materials’ purchase, site coordination, suppliers selection and the rest are under FAREstudio’s control [and responsibility], 
with the support of the local consultant. 
  
The program started full production on December 2013. 
 
‘Mass production’ of the units has introduced minor variations to the original scheme. The rectangular windows in the 
sandbag walls have been replaced by round openings at child’s eye height in order to enhance natural ventilation while 
allowing kids to glance outside the classroom.  
The position of the doors has also been modified so to have them on opposing walls. 
 
The experience has exposed an uncomfortable reality: in order to trigger and elaborate innovations or simply to question 
conventional practice, the best option is to involve an outsider [literally] expert, even if this is in contrast with the often 
recurrent rhetoric of decentralization. Capacity building stems from the rupture of customary procedures, including the 
apparently unquestionable rules of fair, accountable, transparent procurement. 
 
The issue is once again how to compensate the distance between theoretical knowledge as fixed in technical literature and 
the objective variety of actual world: one answer is possibly to go for prototypes easily replicable, accessible, based on what 
is available, aimed, as part of their scope, at enlarging the number of those who can participate the process.  

Procurement 
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In terms of the social impact of the 
project, such a labor intensive 
solution fosters a ‘cash for work' 
strategy, which gives refugees the 
opportunity to earn some money by 
working on the construction.  

Sequence of classrooms 



One of the classrooms, final configuration 
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Both the host community and the refugee leaders, once experienced the thermal performance of the 
prototype, its solidity and its resistance against strong local winds in the occasion of a desert storm 

that hit the camp destroying the majority of other shelters, have been enquiring about the possibility 
to adapt the technique to other building types. 

The building is perceived as related to the place, and this makes it acceptable to the local community. 



Internal view of a classroom 
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The layout of each school, despite FAREstudio’s doubts, stems from the strict application of conventional standards; its rigid 
and schematic configuration is in line with the typical camp’s lay-out, with all the implications that the debate on the matter 
evidences. 
 
An attempt to aggregate the classrooms so to share at least one wall has been rejected due to the [understandable] 
circumstance that these classes are very crowded and lessons are noisy since the educational system consists mainly in 
repeating aloud and all together what the teacher says. 
  
However, also other proposals such as to combine a couple of classrooms so to form an external space of mediation 
between the enclosed rooms and the undistinguished outdoor area have been rejected.  
 
Mbera does not escape the logic apparently dominating the refugee camp planning, where the dialectic between minimum 
standard and clustered shelter models has seen at the moment the first as the universally practiced.  
Minimum standards refer to the distance among the shelters, the grid like ubiquitous arrangement, the rigid functional 
zoning, an attitude that has strong reasons in terms of safety and control but, at the same time, stress the ideology of the 
camp as temporary settlement, to be treated as such to the extent of being segregating and removed from hoist community 
and even from the memory of the community of origin. 
 
The exercise has consisted in surveying the sites and locating the single units according to pre-definite distances among them 
and with reference to fence and latrines. 
The possibility to create a different spatial organization has not even been taken into consideration: the grid-like dogma 
cannot be broken. 

The issue of classrooms arrangement 
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Unfortunately time and budget constraints have prevented from the further refinement of the proposal once production has 
started, but the system has been in general deemed as successful, to the point of being adopted by UNICEF for other 
classrooms. 
 
However, it must be stressed that even if no special competences are necessary and the skills required are basic, the 
construction technique is not immediately accessible. It demands training and cannot be regarded as a panacea for the 
informal building industry. 
The ability to involve the refugees directly in the production of the classrooms has been overestimated. The construction of 
the walls requires professional bricklayers, and the welded steel structure well trained workers. The presence of concrete for 
the ring beam entails the presence of skilled workers 
Nevertheless, unskilled workers can be employed, and the simplicity of the technique makes capacity-building a realistic 
perspective. 
 
In general time for the construction, procurement of materials, training of workers are all elements to be carefully 
considered; it is extremely easy to start from imprecise assumptions, particularly where a comparison with other options are 
involved. 
The number of bag to fill is relevant [1,200 for each unit] and largely depending on external suppliers. 
the most problematic aspect of the construction is the connection between the two main systems that form the building: the 
load bearing sandbag wall, massive and heavy, and the comparatively light roof. 
 
FAREstudio has already defined some strategies for the improvement of the model:  the issue is now to put them in practice. 

Future development? 
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Possible lines of evolution 
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Betaco, an engineering  company 
acting on behalf of UNICEF as bureau 
de contrôle, has been using 
FAREstudio’s original drawings to 
produce buildings that are absolutely 
similar to those produced by 
INTERSOS. 
Paradoxically, the outcome of 
‘revised’ UNICEF version of 
FAREstudio’s design looks better than 
the original: it is absolutely clear that 
the building by UNICEF is much more 
expensive than the building by 
INTERSOS [unofficially it has been 
communicated that its cost is about 3 
times that of the original estimate] 
and this raises a big issue: how can 
we justify in the same ‘school’ A and 
B level classrooms? Do we have A 
and B children? 
It is very serious that the competitive 
advantage that INTERSOS could have 
gained by investing in innovation is 
literally thrown away by inadequate 
follow up of the project.  
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The proposal of an alternative to conventionally accepted 
models has turned out as extremely demanding. The 
procurement system in its generality is conservative, and 
the adoption of innovative approaches is not favored.  
Nevertheless, despite resistance, mistakes and tension, the 
project has achieved some of its aims.  
Once experienced the thermal performance of the shelter, 
its solidity, both the host community and the refugee 
leaders have been enquiring about the possibility to adapt 
the technique to other building types.  
 
A major recognition, given the circumstances. 


